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Introduction

This essay, Where values emerge, will draw on
four years of research within the Collaborative
Arts Partnership Programme (CAPP). It
will give an overview of the values that have
proved to be essential to the CAPP process,
and how these developed over the four years
of the programme. My role at CAPP as artist
researcher was very much embedded. I
facilitated elements of partner meetings, and
I conducted sessions with all the partners;
transcripts of some of these will be made
available in the CAPP resources online.1 I
interviewed staff, artists, participants and
collaborators. Research within CAPP engaged
with a critical analysis of socially engaged,
collaborative artistic practices from different
perspectives – institutions, co-producers
and artists – aiming to contribute to better
practice and better policy-making.

CAPP as a network understood ‘collaboration’
to be a rich body of economic, ecological,
societal, cultural and ethical attitudes and
qualities. CAPP looked at how collaboration
in the contemporary world can help us to
rethink human interaction and societal order.
In the light of massive global changes between
2014-18 (e.g. Brexit and the refugee crisis), the
CAPP partners constructed and deconstructed

narratives of collaboration, which I will
discuss in this essay, focusing on the values
that underpin such collaboration.

CAPP’s objectives, activities and expectations
were defined by all partners involved, and
the process was given rhythm by regular
meetings. The choice of sites and collaborative
art approaches by the nine CAPP partners
was crucial, and led to a number of new
formats, new institutional structures and
new concepts. CAPP was an invitation to
explore collaboration in, with and about the
arts, offering new understandings inspired by
collaborative values. Collaborative arts is often
stigmatised as being worth less than ‘high
art’, more so in some countries than others.
Collaborative arts is also often commodified at
the expense of its intrinsic value.

What does collaboration
mean in this context?

Patrick Fox, Director of Heart of Glass
(formerly Director of Create), explained the
genesis of the CAPP project: “We looked
at what could be done within the Creative
Europe Scheme. We began a process with a
smaller group of partners (Tate Liverpool,
Live Art Development Agency and m-cult),
and we explored what the professional
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61Collaborative Arts Partnership Programme

development needs of artists who work
collaboratively might be, and where the gaps
lay. This was conducted in 2014, and involved
various strands of dialogue, including a
survey completed by artists. We also hosted
a summit, the European Learning Network
gathering in Dublin, which convened artists,
and saw those in the room co-create a
roadmap for what a co-operation project might
look like. What came back strongly included
opportunities to network with peers as well
as professional development, exchange and
increased commission opportunities.”

Working together is a big focus in industry,
politics and other sector networks, because
an increasingly mobile and diverse culture
needs an understanding of common
ground. According to Mark Terkessidis,
collaboration is different from co-operation,
as co-operating partners diverge when their
joint activity is finished.2 Collaboration
promotes a form of working where the
process will change all involved members,
and the collaborators welcome this change.
Collaboration is not an unstructured process,
but rather is goal-oriented and practical.
Authority is not neglected, but rather is
shaped by working together. Sometimes
the process is more crucial than its result:
collaboration deals with complexity and

contradictions, and tries to develop pragmatic
frameworks. Collaboration is more of a life
practice than a solely artistic method.

In the arts, the term ‘collaborative practice’
has been common since the 1960s. Recently,
‘participatory’ and ‘collaborative’ have been
used for all kinds of activities and audience
involvement. Often, funding schemes lead
to projects where collaboration does not go
beyond including participants in an aesthetic
dimension of a work.

The discourse on collaboration and collectivity
is noticeably critical within the arts. This
critique and even rejection can be traced back
several years. In the aftermath of Nicolas
Bourriaud’s publication Relational Aesthetics,
which described participation and interaction
as a central paradigm of contemporary art,
critics took note of the democratisation
promised by participation and collaboration.3

Claire Bishop notes, in her widely acclaimed
essay Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,
that most projects create the impression of
idyllic “togetherness” rather than exposing the
complex and potentially antagonistic dynamics
of democratic collaborations.4 Bishop describes
the climax of the discourse as an “ethical turn”
in criticism.5 Generally speaking, the ethical
concerns are based on a scepticism that artists
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only allow pseudo-participation, but actually
implement their own ideas while relying on
other – mostly non-art – people to realise
the artwork. In this case, “collaborative” art
is merely an artistic reproduction of power
practices, concealed by the impression of
“togetherness”.

There is, without doubt, a hierarchy in
collaborative art projects. Collaboration does
not mean self-abandonment for the artist (or
any involved art institution), nor a complete
loss of control. The artist has a defined
authority through their ideas, knowledge,
ways of expression, networks, profile and
often paid time. What needs to be decided
jointly is how they will work with their non-
artist collaborators, and what the expectations
are. This is something that CAPP explored in
all of its projects, and which I will discuss here.

Narratives from co-producers

The quotes from co-producers throughout
this essay are from events and partner
meetings, as well as interviews with artists,
partners, producers and participants. They
are partly set up to challenge perceptions
about collaborative arts in the framework of
hierarchical structures. The findings expressed
are deliberately provocative, in an attempt to
widen horizons on collaborative art practices

as the common definition of narratives is
based on supposed consensus.

Collaborative arts practice is ref lexive, in
that it learns from its own processes and
participants, and feeds back into the work
as it develops. CAPP, as an accumulation of
artists, institutions and partners with artistic,
theoretical, sociological or architectural
backgrounds, explored various ways of being
creative and then ref lexive.

Value one: taking care of the
organisational matrix

The CAPP network, as it called itself a
“collaborative arts partnership programme”,
had to intend to be collaborative to be truthful
to its own objectives.

The initial role of the lead partner, Create, was
to create opportunities for the institutions to
exchange experiences, to invite and test these
complex collaborative processes in their local
context, and to nurture their own talents as
part of a wider practice. Partner meetings
and online exchanges worked as invitations to
witness each other’s processes. As host, Create
needed to secure the quality of this complex
and sensitive process by inspiring and creating
opportunities, and by initially setting the
tone through the way everyone was invited,
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how the process was facilitated and how the
environment was taken account of.

There were two to three partner meetings a
year in different locations throughout Europe.
From 2016, meetings included public moments
known as Staging Posts. CAPP Staging Posts
were opportunities to ref lect on the various
projects that had taken place across the CAPP
territories throughout the four year arc. There
were also opportunities to discuss wider issues
in relation to collaborative ways of working,
public engagement and social responsibility.
Specific topics highlighted the CAPP network’s
challenges, including agency in Helsinki,
language in Osnabrück, practice/participation/
politics in London and innovative formats of
knowledge exchange in St. Helens.6

In the project set up phase, Patrick Fox and
Lynnette Moran, both former members of
the Create team, asked colleagues a set of
core questions in 2014 to start a co-creation
process. The collective meaning making would
develop a multi-perspective view of our field
with the idea of having deeper insights into
our systems and creating new actions.

The practice-based learning was written
into a project proposal which acted as a
guide over the four years of CAPP. The how
would be decided by the process and how it

was designed. From the outset, there were
questions of self-organisation and sustainable
structures beyond the period of four years. A
noticeable change occurred in October 2016:
the CAPP institutions decided jointly that
they had learned to work with each other and
had developed enough trust to divide up into
sub groups with responsibility for events,
for supporting the research process and for
publications and finance. At this point, the
CAPP process started to unfold with a more
long-term intention. It opened up to a wider
community of practitioners in the form
of Staging Posts, an active web presence,
publications and presentations at other events.

Commenting on how the internal processes
of CAPP have worked, Sören Meschede from
hablarenarte said: “With our Spanish partners,
we wanted to create a network but there
was no energy, time or interest from those
responsible to really engage in such a dialogue.
It led to us having one to one conversations
with everyone, but with no communication
between our four Spanish partners. We
realised our intended structures would never
work. You cannot discuss many things on an
individual, one to one basis. For example,
should we set up an open call for a particular
CAPP opportunity and if so how? Discussing
proceedings is complicated. It seems
impossible to create long-term collaborations
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if people are not in the room together. People
work very well when they are together,
but when back in their own organisation
it overwhelms them. I really think group
communication is difficult to maintain and
manage, especially amongst institutions. One
to one is easier. It comes down to lack of time
and that is connected to resources.”7

Value two: taking hosting
seriously – making a shared space
with diverse others

Hosting is a form of taking matters into our
own, self-organised hands, to allow innovation
to happen beyond control and top-down
expertise. This type of co-intelligence arrives
at the creative border between chaos and
order. Hosting is the idea of opening, holding
and sharing a space with diverse others. For
that to take place, people being present in a
space is the starting point for joint encounters.
There needs to be an understanding of
interdependence, with an atmosphere of
trust, respect, care, appreciation, listening
and interest. Changing formats of hosting and
exchange with others allowed for different
encounters within the CAPP network. Critical
friend Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio noted
about his CAPP experiences: “After a quite
intense stay in Liverpool and St. Helens
there are many things to think about, some

contradictions... the intensity of collaboration,
but at the same time the feeling of lack of
being hosted... Observing and experiencing
different CAPP events (from inside and from
outside) is very nourishing.”8

Value three: the importance
of partnership and friendship

CAPP’s approach considered how to build a
relational arts practice based on mutual respect,
partnership and friendship, recognising
that communication and dialogue are an
integral part of successful co-operation. Grant
Kester suggests that the particular quality
of collaborative art is based on the quality of
relationships between all collaborators, which is
borne out by the CAPP process.9

According to Gesa Ziemer, self-organisation
within the arts works because of the integration
of the Other.10 When we refer to a relational
art practice that is based on mutual respect,
trust, partnership and friendship, Derrida’s
understanding of friendship might help to
identify the qualities of such relations: Derrida
emphasises that friendly co-operation or
the concept of friendship itself is aimed at
the integration of the Other, and thus aimed
at at a dialogue with and between many
different things. Public Address Systems by Lois
Weaver11 and generative dialogue developed

5
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by quantum physicist David Bohm,12 are two
examples of tried and tested formats that
involve many different people, and thus avoid
the predominant approach of individual
competition. These dialogical processes shape
the negotiation of involved power and decision-
making consciously through their form.

Artist and activist John Jordan argues that “...
at the root of what we do is radical friendship.
We create these tools, these actions and these
moments, but because we work horizontally,
we try to work with a collective spirit. The key
is creating friendships. We think the basics
of any politics is the trust, the friendship
and the love that is created through these
intense moments of working together in
disobedience.”13 These kinds of relationships
are crucial to the collaboration that CAPP
fosters. As hablarenarte summarised: “The
goal is to create a trusting environment so that
people begin to propose things, to contradict,
and to question. That is when a collective or
collaborative process can truly begin.”14

Value four: allowing participants to
maintain personal agency

Jordan speaks as an artist and activist about
the attitude needed to establish trusting
relationships. Projects within the CAPP
network experienced a series of challenges for
the co-producer units, such as being invited

into complex contexts, sometimes by more
than one partner with different expectations,
under specific conditions of time and finance.
Conf lict negotiation and a constant f low of
communication was necessary to find common
ground, and to clarify different expectations
and needs. Through regular ref lections
at partner meetings, the CAPP partners
recognised challenges and conf lict as a
learning opportunity and indicator of change.

The Convivialist Manifesto declares: “Conf lict
is a necessary and natural part of every society,
not only because interests and opinions
constantly differ, but also because every
human being aspires to have their uniqueness
recognized and this results in an element
of rivalry as powerful and primordial as the
aspiration, also common to all, to harmony
and co-operation… In short, we have to make
conf lict a force for life rather than a force for
death. And we have to turn rivalry into a means
of co-operation, a weapon with which to ward
off violence and the destruction it entrains.”15

Given the intensely collaborative nature of
CAPP as a whole, it is not surprising that the
Staging Post in Helsinki addressed ‘shades of
agency’ as its leading topic.16 At the current
stage of collaborative practices, how partners
and projects deal with difficult situations and
how they narrate the solutions and approaches
to the wider field, is a key issue.
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Dublin-based artist Michelle Browne
addressed the idea of ‘reputational economy’ in
a session in Helsinki, about the dilemmas that
might face partners and artists: “You try your
best to work horizontally but then someone
will make you the leader, as you are the
brand that can be plastered onto that work.”17

Browne echoes what artist María Ruido states
in her interview with hablarenarte, that this
type of “collaboration is proposed from the
artist’s perspective” and sits still within the
artistic context of uniqueness and promotion
of individuals.18 Within collaborative art
practices these affiliations disturb, as the
initiator of collaboration must be capable of
fostering trust and interest within co-producer
units and of guiding the process.

Value five: committing to honest
and collaborative relationship(s)

I have highlighted the scale and depth of
importance that relationships play in this field.
CAPP members often mentioned struggling to
find the correct terminology for the qualities
we try to address in the programme. I refer to
co-producer units; what makes these distinct
from other work or project forces is the need
of the unit to commit to other people, often
strangers, in a jointly agreed process.

Commitment is one of the most important
topics within this field of practice and was
also the issue that co-producer units found the
most difficult to talk about, as commitments
are understood very differently. As described
by Terkessidis, deciding how to work together,
and what mutual expectations are, is a delicate
task. Work that is committed to social ethics in
a globally tense situation might work against
the demands of the art itself.

Furthermore, ego-driven attitudes of co-
producer unit members can endanger
delicate relational work. Honest and open
communication is needed. That means that
the relationship between institutions and
artists has to be right and the intention clear:
who is hosting the artist, the process and the
community in order to create a meaningful
contribution? Clarification of expectations
and the nature of invitation is a must, in order
for all parties to commit to the process in a
meaningful way.

Partners should be equally matched in
terms of speed of working, the involved wo/
manpower, f lexibility and institutional
hierarchies, as well as forms of decision-
making. In order for collaborations to work
f luently and well, the entire co-producer
unit needs to define the work and be realistic
about the scale of the work. In short, this
type of practice demands a mature attitude
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to negotiate the contradictions between neo-
liberal, competitive settings and the demands
of interdependent and interconnected work.
Consequently, one needs to create locally
adapted cultures based on already existing
resources and intelligence. In all of this,
the expectation of a return in the form of
professional, economic or market recognition
is not necessarily a given.

Speaking about committing to relationships
emotionally, Patrick Fox from Heart of
Glass said: “We need to know our personal
limits. We are in an insane moment in global
politics… how far will we go for our beliefs
and what are our limits? I do not know what
my personal answer for that is, but I need to
know organisationally because every project
we do speaks to some democratic crisis, or
has a explicit or implicit political emphasis.
What does that mean for an organisation?
We have to author our own limits. Already, as
we receive public funding, we are complicit
within a structure because we take the money,
we report data, we are part of the structure
of the system. The external environment is
changing. It is a lot about life and death, now.
The infrastructure is the same but I think the
art world is not grasping the severity of the
social and political situation. We do not have
the luxury to make work in a voyeuristic way,
to present a work about something – the work
needs to be more active.”19

Value six: seeing time as currency –
being slow, doing less?

Time is the invisible material of relational
work. Artists often report a lack of adequate
process time, to the extent that one’s own
body, finances and family are neglected out of
loyalty to the artistic process.

David Beech highlights how “durational
work has become exemplary of a certain
strain of discourse which calls for an ethical
foundation for the relationships developed
between an artist and a community.”20

He identifies the discourse of duration as
ideological, highlighting Thomas Crow’s
suspicion of “duration as a sign of the failure
to engage seriously with the contradictions of
social space”. The amount of time spent with
the community is read as a sign of quality,
charging artists and curators “with having
pastoral care over their publics.”21

While Crow focuses on the physical
conception of site, art historian Miwon Kwon’s
understanding of site is expanded to the social,
economic and political sphere. Kwon demands
an artist be sensitive to specificities of site.
What gives “ongoing invented communities”
their sustainability, according to Kwon, is “the
artists’ intimate and direct knowledge of their
respective neighbourhoods.”22
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Time spent on art processes is problematised
by being linked to political and economic
debates; Beech suggests moving away from
the oppositional binary of not enough or too
much time, instead thinking about quality.23

I welcome his suggestion, but I feel that the
time for art needs to be made consciously by
all parties.

When looking at the timeframes that CAPP
projects offered, they did not differ much from
other invites or open calls. Many I spoke with
mentioned the challenge of giving themselves
permission to slow down. We argue in the
field that we do not know how to work more
slowly and we do not dare to do it for multiple
reasons: funders’ expectations of quantity, the
pressure of a CV, the fear of being left behind.
We also face the reality that participants do
not value the time an art project might take.
Children and young people, for example, were
often too busy with school and after school
activities to commit to longer projects.

Kelly Green, residency artist at LADA, speaks
about how time can be further problematised
by other unexpected occasions as well as long-
term external commitments – in her case, a
practice-based PhD and motherhood. “It was
full on and pretty great, but hard. I was meant
to make a toolkit and study guide at the end,
but now, as my computer crashed, I am behind

on that. I have to go to Wales this week and I
am a single mum. I think I stretched myself
too thin: as a woman, as a single mum from
a working class background, I’ve got to prove
myself all the time. By saying I need support,
that makes me quite vulnerable. What I learned
with this project is that I need to be clearer on
those boundaries to be realistic what is un/
doable. I think this project could have needed a
co-ordinator and someone on communication;
it took a lot of time with all these different
partners involved and three locations, two
exhibitions, etc., but to demand something
makes me feel uncomfortable. It is hard for
a single mum to get involved in institutions
because of their unsociable hours. My mum
agreed to watch my child so I could work long
hours and do the travel to Canterbury and
Wales. That was all amazing for me as I cannot
not do it usually. With a bit of distance you
know it is not doable with these resources, to
do it really well and you see yourself that you do
lots of stuff not well, and it is not how you want
to do it.”24

CAPP often failed to address foreseeable
challenges such as art-typical timeframes
and being able to commit enough time for the
negotiation process, as well as unexpected
situations and the expected messiness of
collaborative processes. Meschede named the
lack of time as most common reason for a non-
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committed team of collaborators.25 But CAPP
also experimented successfully with new time
formats, e.g. by Heart of Glass and artist Mark
Storor initiating a 12-year residency. Such
duration, based on the content of the work, must
be read as a provocation to the entire structure
of art commissions and residencies. Rejecting
the monumental, this art genre focuses not
primarily on the quality of the object but on the
quality of the temporal experience the project
offers to a group of people.

Collaboration fails when time is ignored or
handled as it would be in other art projects.
Glenn Loughran and Lindsey Fryer refer
to inefficiency as the very nature of the
work. Fryer says: “This practice takes a lot
more investment of time across the whole
organisation than the traditional exhibition
format. For example, if you commission an
artist to do an exhibition it might cost £10,000
including the artists’ fee. These collaborative
commissions can cost between £40-50,000.
You need to support the artist over an
extended period of research time building
relationships with local people. And when
you’re working with communities you have
to support them with travel and food. You
don’t have to do that with an artist making
an installation, for example. That is why the
commissioning organisation has to change
significantly to support this developmental

way of working. Marketing deadlines need
to be stretched, using social media and
digital formats more creatively and openly.
Expecting a title and project information
in the usual time scale is unrealistic, as
these works are often shaped by the process
of working with others. Challenging the
normal institutional process needs staff to be
creative f lexible, adaptable and resourceful.
Understanding this contemporary
practice across the organisation is vital for
organisational change and development. For
Art Gym, co-curated with young people in Tate
Collective, we needed to listen, to understand
what young people need, and to learn from
them rather than imposing impossible
systems and structures onto them. Art Gym
achieved 10,200 participants/visitors in
three weeks. This is far more than traditional
exhibitions over the same period, and far
more impactful on young people delivering
it and those visiting with family and friends.
So there needs to be a major shift in how the
institution brings collaborative practice into
the programme, how it is resourced and how
staff understand the practice and its impact
on communities. Learning from our CAPP
programme, we have a further three years of
collaborative practice projects planned and we
are making progress within the institution,
we are making a difference and there are
signs of getting there.”26
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Valentina Karga, residency artist with
m-cult, discussed how she makes time for
herself within her own practice. Karga uses
meditation as part of her practice, and did
yoga every morning as part of her residency.
Karga explains: “It’s my constant. When you
travel so much I think it’s good to have some
consistency because the context changes so
much. So you have to find a constant and the
most reliable constant is yourself. Actually
there is nothing else… the body is very
important in this equation because how you
feel is immediately communicated in your
body. So if your body is tense then that also
makes you feel tense, and think in a tensed
way. I make space very deliberately for this.
I take it. Even when I feel like I don’t have
time. When the mind tells you, you don’t
have time for this and that, but I really just
go ahead and do it.”27

In a conversation with Oskia Ugarte, one of the
four directors of Centro Huarte in Pamplona
and Georg Zolchow from hablarenarte
Madrid, time was identified as an issue,
both in terms of accessing sufficient time for
exchange and ref lection and in terms of being
recognised as a resource, as a currency within
a collaborative process.  For Ugarte, finding
time to inform the work was the challenge,
not so much organising project working times
among a collaborative team of four directors.

For Zolchow it was very much about time to
ref lect: “We [hablarenarte] lack time to meet
and talk. And that impacts on the quality of
work and quality of relationships. This year
was terrible in that sense. We sometimes do
not see each other for two weeks. And then
we have so much to talk about that we do not
find the four hours that we would need. To sit
and talk and think together is fundamental
for projects like this one. If we do not have the
time, these projects fail.”

These conversations revealed a strong sense
of the need to value relational time, and to
make very deliberate decisions to create the
conditions for nurturing that. In ref lecting
on how that might happen, Zolchow
observed: “It is more complex. To slow things
down is an answer. I do not know how to do
it. We all agree on that in the cultural sector
but we do not know how to do it, none of
us. In a European project, time is measured
against money.” 28

It seems essential that the slower, non-
activity-filled relational time is established
from within the field or project itself. And
it seems important that it is established by
those who understand the importance of and
value of this type of non-action time, for the
quality of the process, the outcome and the
resilience of the entire setting.
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Value seven: allowing ‘inefficiency’ –
fighting for long lasting activities
and against burn out.

When considering efficiency, the collective
La Fundició demand a paradigm shift: “If we
were to stop seeing ourselves as something
separate from the situations and processes of
collective creation, to stop trying to control
them from a privileged position and by means
of external calculation, then it would no longer
be possible to measure their ‘effectiveness’ in
terms of the degree to which objectives are
attained, and they would no longer fall within
the dialectic between success and failure.”29

Artist and educator Glenn Loughran
similarly highlights efficiency-thinking as
an embedded, reductive set of neo-liberal
prescriptions: “Socially engaged art is an
absolutely cumbersome, inefficient way to
work because you are at the mercy of deep
processes that can go either way. We can
develop skills to make that better, but it
can never be a totally efficient process,
and it shouldn’t be; when it’s efficient
it’s questionable.”30

The term ‘inefficiency’ in relation to
collaborative arts practice creates interesting
thought processes. If the nature of this
practice is being qualified as inefficient, the

idea of a quick fix through this type of art
is not suitable. Non-art-based co-producers
are often the most vital in these projects,
and they are often the most unheard. They
are ‘inefficient’, difficult, unwilling at times
to be involved in devising the structure of a
project, because they follow the natural logic
of a process, not so much a project plan. CAPP
projects realised that institutions need to put
themselves into the non-art-based co-producer
structures rather than the reverse.

Collaborative practices and processes are
complex and messy, and (often) fun. Co-
producer units and/or individuals take
knowledge and then try to apply it to their
situation. This results in locally adapted
cultures based on local resources, local
intelligence and local work.

Artist Mark Storor was one of the most
creative people in introducing me to the
paradigm of inefficiency in our field: he dealt
with me, the researcher, by inviting me to
witness his making rather than talking about
it. Storor moved to St Helens in 2016, but
was commissioned in Rhyl and invited me to
witness his working methods there.31

His decision to spend his time making – and
not talking – demanded f lexibility from me.
How are artists contributing to particular places
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over time? I talked to a lady who took part in his
project and played a key role within the town. I
learned about his practice through others talking
about it. Storor puts 100% of his attention
towards to other people and their potential.
His attention to others and his way of engaging
aesthetically as well as socially travel ahead of
him. As he does not believe in language being
strong enough to translate the value of his work,
he invited me to be a witness. This approach
draws attention to the value and importance of
observation as a way to understand practice,
rather than verbal exchange.

Value eight: encouraging a
more care-based artistic practice:
the gift as methodology

Through the CAPP process, I have spent a lot
of time thinking about what collaborative
art practices are giving to the world. Why
do I speak of a ‘gift’, when looking at a co-
producer-unit creating change through an
artistic practice? Why is the term ‘gift’ useful
in the context of collaborative arts practices,
instead of speaking of a transaction? What
does it mean to let go of the idea of growth
as guarantor for happiness and wealth?
We need a new social, moral and political
philosophy for living together, since democracy
and ecological survival cannot rely any longer
on the idea of infinite economic growth.

Thus, we have to oppose the global hegemony
of finance capitalism and look for forms of
prosperity without growth. Conviviality is the
term introduced by Ivan Illich to express the
“art of living together.”32 In 2014, in Convivialist
Manifesto: A declaration of interdependence, 40
French-speaking individuals wrote a manifesto
for a constructive solution to today’s world:
“The prime concern […] is the quality of our
social relationships […] The term [convivialism]
is meant to point out the fact that the main task
we face is that of working out a new philosophy
and developing practical forms of peaceful
interaction.”33 The point for Illich was to restore
the primacy of ‘being’ over ‘having’, by exposing
the f laws in technology and capitalism.

Care and gift are the immediate translation
into action of the interdependence that
characterises the whole of humankind, and
which has been integral to CAPP. “Societies
reproduce themselves symbolically and
socially via a cycle of giving, receiving, and
reciprocating. What [ethnographer Marcel]
Mauss34 was concerned with was a third
principle – namely, ‘solidarity’ as a form of
mutual recognition secured by the exchange
of gifts founded on social ties and mutual
endebtedness.”35 This ‘third way’, solidarity,
beyond the purported absolutes of state and
market, is one of the key political demands of
the MAUSS movement.36
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The CAPP experiences name the complexity
of gifts exchanged. This type of art practice
often focused on finding common ground, and
pooling resources, knowledge and activities for
purposes that do not lie primarily in the making
of profit. CAPP projects were challenged to find
creative answers while facing contemporary
crises that affected the projects.

Sophie Mahon, residency artist with Heart
of Glass, speaks about the importance of
being able to explore artistically without
pressure over outcomes – a shift away from
the normal pressures put in place by funders
and employers. She says: “I love Heart of
Glass, as it is all about the process. They never
asked me once about the outcome as such.
They have always been: how is it working with
that person? How are the ideas developing?
I applied for an open call because I am
interested in northern towns like these, in a lot
of ways it’s similar to my own home, a deprived
post industrial town. When I read the brief, I
thought, I can do that because I have been that
young person. I can give these young people
a voice as where I come from is not a million
miles away.”37 She further describes how
this work with Heart of Glass allowed her to
establish a relationship with young people who
slowly responded to the cycle of her giving, by
receiving and reciprocating.

Jakob and Manila Bartnik, a collaborative
artist couple in Osnabrück, Germany, regularly
work with the gift as methodology to invite
people into the exchange cycle. Antje Schiffers,
a German artist, collaborated in 2017 with
Museum Ludwig in Budapest and the curator
Katalin Erdődi. In her ongoing work, I like
being a farmer and I would like to stay one, there
is a reciprocal exchange between herself and a
farmer family. She works for a week on a farm,
painting outdoors, while asking the family
to document their reality on video as well as
hosting her.

Value nine: finding a strategic balance
between form and content, approach
and ethics

 “Politics is not solely, or even primarily, about
reasoned thinking and rational choices; it’s an
af fair of fantasy and desire. People are rarely
moved to action, support, or even consent by
realistic proposals; they are motivated by
dreams of what could be.”38

The institutional formats within CAPP
differ greatly in scale and mission.
Institutions on the edges of the art market
offer the most f lexibility and therefore the
most potential in the eco-system of art.
Collaborative arts practices are often not
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clearly positioned, and sit between fields
of art, education, activism, ethnography
research and other related fields. Being
dependent and embedded mainly in the
artistic field creates tensions. There is a
demand to produce excellent contemporary
art when working with cultural institutions.
‘Excellent’ here means responding to
the aesthetic language of the hosting
institution in one way or the other. Often,
this does not match with the approach,
content, ethics or skills of the collaborative
project. On the other hand, artists are
often obsessed by the aesthetic form so that
they tend to neglect the political narrative
behind it. If the two are not interlinked
with the project aims, the work becomes
pointless. The challenge is to find a balance
between urgency and necessity in order to
create maximum attention for the project.39

Minna Tarkka from m-cult ref lects on their
strategy of working with artists on projects
that combine media art and collaboration, in
the neighbourhood of Maunula in Helsinki:
“We learned that some artists needed support
for media art techniques, and some for the
social collaboration. The need for support
arises from the hybrid nature of the artists’
practice. For example, Valentina Karga made
this totem and a video-manifesto representing

the values of the future community. In
her interview, she says she wants to be an
amateur. It was interesting to see how the
curator, producer and co-producer can
support the artist in opening new paths for
their work. We worked a lot on the ground in
the neighbourhood and wanted to smooth the
way. It was not just translation of language, it
was a translation of the concept of the artist
that we were trying to do.”40
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Conclusion

CAPP explored collaborative arts practices in
order to develop new forms of representation
for the field. Within the practices, CAPP
found that the values important for human
togetherness are also important within
collaborative arts projects. How can we
consider values and qualities of collaboration
in the arts in a contemporary setting of social
transformation? How can we uncover values
in an age of growing cultural, economic
and political uncertainty, in a neo-liberal
environment of competitiveness? In order
to share its richness, the cultural field needs
to renew its understanding of collaboration
in order to set up a more suitable language,
financial and other structures, such as decision-
making, timeframes and forms of learning.

How can CAPP ‘seed’ wisdom differently?
How can we fertilise new grounds for human
togetherness through artistic practice? More
importantly, we need to think about possible
futures that may emerge from such practices:
futures involving an altered way of speaking,
thinking and doing. With the following
provocations, I would like to summarise where
the CAPP network had deeper insights into the
values and qualities of collaboration in, with
and through the arts. Collaborative values of
human togetherness emerge:

l when accepting inefficiency. ‘Inefficiency’
is the nature of this practice in a neo-liberal
environment. The shift happens when slowing
down to make work.

l when accepting the power of ‘bottom up’:
the co-producers, initially called participants,
are the movers and shakers, but at the same
time they are the most unheard voice. It is
even more ‘inefficient’ to get them structurally
involved. Therefore artistic institutions need to
work to bring participants or co-producers into
their structures, or adapt to the co-producers’
structures themselves.

l when the friendly chemistry between
institutions, artists and the entire co-
producer-unit is working well and the process
is hosted properly.

l when we understand the importance of
radical relational approaches for this type
of work: ego-driven attitudes slow down
the f low and endanger relational work. An
honest, open way of speaking is needed
between all involved to create a resilient and
substantial piece of work. The clarification
of professional expectations within the co-
producer unit is a must.
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l when understanding the direction of the
work: mature co-producer units have a lot to
share in terms of their attitude, approaches
and methodologies, such as the focus on care/
self-care, and the need for conscious and self-
ref lective action, courage and taking risks.

l when being clear that collaborative art is
a life practice, not solely an artistic practice.
There is no division between the two.

Currently, the world experiences political
leadership performed by popular heroes
or tycoon-type characters who base their
legitimation on radical self-empowerment.
Democratic culture based on acknowledging
human interconnectedness on a local, regional
and international scale is slowly vanishing.
Furthermore, attitudes are changing fast when
it comes to dealing with contested societal
contexts in a political way, which often entails
decisions that ignore important aspects,
postpone finding sustainable solutions and
creates stress for the parties involved.

In 2015, Frederica Thieme from Art Way Of
Thinking opened her workshop with the
CAPP network by congratulating all of us
on work that matters greatly and pointing
out how, even within very challenging
conditions, collaborative art practices can
make constructive contributions to peaceful
coexistence in a contemporary setting of
global, cultural and social transformation.
The process of negotiating our difficulties and
highlighting the values created in this field of
work will continue.

Dr. Susanne Bosch is an artist and
independent researcher.
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